Consultant Solicitor vacancies (7+ years PQE)

Fantastic opportunity for senior solicitors looking for challenging work, earning profit share whilst
working from home. DR Solicitors is currently looking for consultant solicitors with deep
experience in any of the following disciplines:
-

commercial & regulatory
commercial property
dispute resolution
employment

About the roles
Our clients are NHS and private sector healthcare providers, principally GPs, dentists and hospital
consultants. We win the work and our consultant solicitors deliver it whilst earning profit share.
We have always been a remote working firm so are completely set up for this way of working, but
we do require that you have sufficient professional experience to manage your own files. Relevant
sector experience would be an advantage but is not a prerequisite since our unique depth of
healthcare knowledge enables us to rapidly train new colleagues in the relevant regulations. Much
greater emphasis is placed upon excellent professional and academic credentials. You will often be
working alongside your colleagues to ensure the (usually complex) needs of our clients are met.
About you
You will demonstrate a strong client service ethos and have outstanding interpersonal and
communication skills. You will manage your own case load independently, and be confident in
managing your own time/budget costs as your matters progress. You can demonstrate a track
record of successful delivery, be commercially minded and will probably have experience from a
top tier law firm. You will be looking for a new challenge in a smaller firm which can offer unique
opportunities for work/life balance and career development, and where you can rapidly gain
industry recognition for your expertise.
About DR Solicitors
We are a niche, very highly regarded and award winning firm, recognised for our deep industry
expertise. We work on some of the most high profile matters in healthcare, and regularly find our
clients and their matters in the news. Our unique ways of working attracts high calibre solicitors
who want to deliver on challenging and complex work whilst retaining some control over the hours
they choose to work. We have high expectations of all our colleagues and aim to support this by
our open, supportive and friendly culture.
Remuneration
We offer a profit share of your personal billings. Unlike other firms we have no expectation that
you will bring your own clients.

To apply
Please email your CV with a covering letter to n.christiansen@drsolicitors.com
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